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A. some flaws of the existing rules

B. recent additional arguments

C. towards implementing the reforms

Überblick
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arbitrary one-size-fits-all targets for fiscal policy (60%, 3%, 0.5%) 

neglect of the Golden Rule for Public Investment

pro-cyclicality because of problematic cyclical adjustment

complexity and lack of transparency which hinders effective monitoring of
compliance

technocratic and lack welfare orientation & democratic procedures

some flaws of the existing rules
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Catastrophic fall in public investment 
during the Euro crisis 
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Procyclicality of potential output calculations!
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conciousness of importance and effectiveness of fiscal policy has increased
(multiplier debate)  

monetary policy at zero lower bound + low/negative interest rates

need for public investment has increased (ecological transition)

it will be impossible to return to the current rules (1/20th debt rule!) after corona

rules cannot strictly be enforced because this would mean a return to austerity

or else rules would have to be bent extremely undermining credibility (EFB)

recent additional arguments
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Deutsche Bundesbank

seems ready to accept
bending of the rules…
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A. some flaws of the existing rules

B. recent additional arguments

C. towards implementing the reforms
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country-specific (intermediate) targets at least for debt level / speed of adjustment

Investment-orientation: correcting deficit targets for net investment / expenditure rule

use more stable potential output estimates / use average growth rates in expenditure
rule

should be implemented as result of the current review of the fiscal rules

much of it should be possible without treaty change and maybe even without the
requirement of unanimity!

as fast implementation which is effective already for 2023 is politically improbable it
should be made clear that the return to the current rules would only be preliminary
and transitory

Towards implementation
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Besuchen Sie uns im Internet unter: 
www.sachverstaendigenrat-wirtschaft.de

und folgen Sie uns bei Twitter: 
@SVR_Wirtschaft

Thank you very much!


